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A huge office desk. On top of it is a computer, a fax machine, a router, two telephones, a 

mountain of paper and an interphone. At one far end of the stage, a rack, hanging from it: a 

suit and a designer tie. MR. FIELDS enters from the left side of the stage. He is dressed in a 

white shirt, jeans, and he is wearing sneakers. In his hands he holds a framed painting: it is a 

landscape which shows a town surrounded by fields and forests. He looks at the painting, is 

satisfied, and then looks at the wall of his office. His eyes look around. Finally he hangs the 

painting on a nail. He doesn’t like how it looks there. He takes it down again. He hangs it on a 

nail in the wall at the other side of the office. As he is so engaged, a woman’s voice sounds 

through the interphone. It is FLORA.  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- Mr. Fields …?  

 

MR. FIELDS looks at the interphone, and then he looks at the painting. He doesn’t know what to 

do.  Finally he finishes hanging it on the wall and he takes a few steps back in order to see how 

it looks, without answering the interphone.  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- Mr. Fields…!  

 

MR. FIELDS turns towards the interphone, annoyed.  

 

MR. FIELDS- What is it, Flora?  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- Mr. Hill is here, he says he wants to see you.  

 

MR. FIELDS (irritated)- Hill? (Short pause. He hesitates. Finally he takes a decision) Tell him I am 

very busy and cannot see him right now.  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- But he is very insistent.   

 

MR. FIELDS- Then let him wait! Give him a magazine.  
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FLORA'S VOICE- But I don’t have any.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Then give him a newspaper!  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- But they are all very old ones.  

 

MR. FIELDS (annoyed) - What about today’s newspaper? Why has it not come yet? As my 

secretary it is your duty to see that…  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- It is in your office. I left it on your desk.  

 

Mr. Fields looks for it on the desk, finds it.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well! You are right! (Hesitates) Then give him the Yellow Pages.  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- But…  

 

MR. HILL’S VOICE (interrupting FLORA in the interphone)- Listen, Fields, I have come to talk to  

you and I am not going away until I have done so, is that clear? If need be, I’ll wait the whole 

day.  

 

MR. FIELDS (angrily)- Then you better make yourself comfortable, Hill, because you will have 

to wait a long time.  

 

MR. FIELDS disconnects the interphone, annoyed. He looks at the picture. He likes how it looks. 

The phone rings. MR. FIELDS picks up the phone. 

  

MR. FIELDS (at the phone, angrily)- What is it now? (…) (Then: softly, lovingly) Oh it is you…  

Hello sweetie. (…) Of course, love, today papa will come and pick you up from school. (…) To 
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pick up berries? But it’s not the season for it, love, we won’t find any….(…) ok, ok, we will go 

and look for berries, don’t cry, sweetie…(…) Yes, poppies also (…) and we will make a big 

bouquet for mommy, yes. Well, well, so what have you learned this morning in school?(…) You 

have drawn a tree, really? (…) You have coloured the letter “A” in red? Well, well, you have 

done lots of things, then! (…) See you later, sweetie.   

 

He hangs up. FLORA'S voice is heard through the interphone.  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- Mr. Fields…  

 

MR. FIELDS (talking into the interphone, irritably)- What is it now? Don't tell me: Hill doesn’t 

want to read the Yellow Pages!  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- No, what happened is that…  

 

MR. FIELDS (interrupting her, angrily)- Then let him read the guidelines of some medicine or 

the other! Are you still taking that syrup for your cold? No? Then give the instructions of how 

to take it to him, do whatever it takes, but don’t’ allow him to come in!  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- But Mr. Fields, let me tell you what it is … 

 

MR. FIELDS (interrupting her, angrily)- I told you already, no! I don’t want anybody to come in! 

Do you understand? I have a lot of responsibilities to take care of and I cannot attend to 

everybody.  

 

FLORA'S VOICE- But you see, the gentlemen from “Waste and Associates, L.C.”  have arrived. 

 

MR. FIELDS (nervously)- Why didn’t you tell me so before? Let them come in!  

 

MR. FIELDS walks fast towards the rack and takes the jacket, and he starts nervously putting on 

the elegant suit slacks on top of the jeans. He struggles with it. He is about to trip. Finally he 
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manages to pull the suit-pants over the jeans. Then he puts on the tie, but he is so nervous he 

cannot tie it properly. Someone knocks on the door, with the knuckles of the hand. 

 

MR. FIELDS – One minute!  

 

Finally he manages to tie the tie. Then he takes of the sneakers without undoing the laces. He 

looks around, trying to find a place to hide them. Finally he throws them inside one of the 

drawers of his desk. He starts looking for something, desperately.  

 

Mr. FIELDS (nervously)- Where are my shoes?  

 

Someone knocks on the door, again with the knuckles of the hand.  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN'S VOICE (impatient)-  Mr. Fields, can we come in or not?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, yes, just a moment. (He sits down on the chair behind his desk, so that the 

desk will hide his bare feet. He takes the pose of someone who is very important). Come in.  

 

From the left enter MR. DRYFOUNTAIN, MR. MUD, and MR. ASH. All of them wear a suit 

identical to the one worn by Mr. Fields, and they also wear elegant shoes. Each one of them 

carries an executive’s suitcase. They stop a few steps away from the desk, waiting for Mr. Fields 

to get up and go towards them so as to welcome them. MR. FIELDS gets up, but does not go 

forward to welcome them.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Mr. Dryfountain, Mr. Mud, Mr. Ash…  

 

The gentlemen DRYFOUNTAIN, MUD and ASH feel a bit annoyed because MR. FIELDS has not 

come forward to welcome them and make them feel comfortable. They walk towards him in 

order to shake hands with him.  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (shaking his hand) – Good morning.  
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MR. MUD (shaking his hand) – Good morning.  

 

MR. FIELDS offers his hand to MR. ASH, but MR. ASH places his suitcase on the desk and rests 

both hands on it.  

 

MR. ASH- Let’s go straight to business, Mayor. Can we expand the rubbish dump or not? 

  

MR. FIELDS (restrained)- The thing is, I am not yet very clear about it.  

 

The three visitors look at each other.   

 

MR. ASH- What is the problem?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well… some of the neighbours in the town… they don’t think the garbage dump is 

safe enough and…  

 

MR. MUD (interrupting him, offended)- What do they mean, they don’t think it is safe? What 

do they know? We have invested millions in regards to the environmental safety!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, yes, I know it… but…  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (affronted)- We have done exactly what the law demands of us!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, I imagine so, but…  

 

MR. ASH-  Are the neighbours not happy with the improvements that have taken place in the 

town, thanks to the money of the garbage dump? Because it is quite obvious that the town has 

benefitted, hasn't it?  
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MR. FIELDS- Sure, sure, of course, so it is, but…  

 

MR. MUD- You could finally get the water ducts you wanted for so long…  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, nobody can deny that….  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- And the streets are now properly asphalted.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, yes, that’s true…  

 

MR. ASH-  And what about your new public swimming pool? Or the new gym?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, it’s true, all of that is really very nice…  

 

MR. MUD, MR. DRYFOUNTAIN, MR. ASH (at the same time)- So where is the problem?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well…  The extension… As it is, even now we can smell the garbage stench…  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- Stench? What nonsense you speak?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well… it doesn’t really smell like scented flowers.  

 

MR. MUD- But, it is precisely so that you are not disturbed by its smell that we placed it closer 

to the neighbouring town than to yours, though it is located in your township of Cleantown! 

  

MR. FIELDS- So it is… and the neighbours of the other town are also complaining. 
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MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- They have nothing to say in this business! Don’t worry about them.  

 

MR. ASH- That’s the only problem? The smell?  

 

MR. FIELDS- No, it is not only that…  

 

MR. ASH- Please do explain yourself, Mayor.  

 

MR. ASH starts walking through the office as if it were his own. He walks behind MR. FIELDS 

and stops there. MR. FIELDS becomes restless, he fears MR. ASH may discover that he is 

barefooted.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well… People are saying that the clay of the ground assigned to the waste dump is 

not as water proof as you assured us it would be, and that it is dangerous, because it seems in 

that area there are underground currents of water that also reach our wells and fountains.  

 

MR. ASH (relaxed)-Go on.   

 

MR. FIELDS -… And also… The extension planned seems too big to them. They say that it would 

be better to have a new waste ground than an extension of the old one. And that for this 

enlargement the falling of a great number of trees in the forest would be required.  

 

The three visitors look at each other. MR. ASH places himself in front of his case, looks 

threateningly at MR. FIELDS and slowly opens the case. He takes out a bottle of champagne 

from his case. Then, MR. DRYFOUNTAIN also opens his own case and takes four champagne 

glasses out of it, and places them on the table. MR. ASH serves the champagne into the glasses. 

They offer one of them to MR. FIELDS.  

 

MR. ASH- Will you toast with us?  

 

MR. FIELDS- No, no, thank you.  
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MR. ASH- As you wish. (He offers a glass to the other two visitors and keeps one for himself. He 

toasts) For Progress!  

 

The three of them drink.   

 

MR. ASH- Mr. Mud…  If you wish.  

 

MR. MUD (as if reciting a learned lesson)- As per the geological studies of our experts, who 

studied and graduated in different universities of Europe and America, the waterproof quality 

of the clay in the area earmarked for the extension is above the standard required by the law. 

But, in spite of that and to prove our wish to be extremely cautious,  our company, “Waste and 

Associates, L.C.”, has put forward a proposal to make a big investment in order to avoid 

possible infiltrations to the subsoil of the new extension of the waste ground, applying sheets 

of … (he gets stuck and does not know how to continue. He tries again) sheets of…  

 

He gets stuck again. He looks at the other two, in an apologizing way. MR. ASH, annoyed, 

gestures him to go on. MR. MUD discreetly takes a small paper out of his pocket, reads it, and 

puts it back into his pocket.  

 

MR. MUD- … sheets of Polyethylene  of double the thickness and density of the requirement 

by law for the clay grounds that are not fully waterproof and that are used to absorb the 

waste liquids from the decomposition of the garbage residuals…  

 

MR. ASH and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- Very good!  

 

MR. MUD- But that is not all! In the matter of the bad smell arising from the methane gas, 

which is produced by the decomposing process of the residuals of the Cleantown waste-dump, 

in the township of…  

 

MR. ASH (interrupting him, irritated)- Please, spare us unnecessary details.  

 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=polyethylene&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CCcQFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fen.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2FPolyethylene&ei=7wHHUJbnAsfXrQfZi4DwBQ&usg=AFQjCNGwGD1KAseDavPm0JyNSSQj-EuoEw
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MR. MUD- Well, as I was saying, the smell arising out of the methane gas will be considerably 

diminished thanks to the construction of a plant of biogas, which in turn we plan to use to 

supply the public lighting of close lying living development areas. Biogas, as you will know, that 

is arising out of the methane gas that comes from…  

   

MR. ASH- Thank you for your contribution, Mr. Mud, it has been a pleasure.  

 

MR. MUD (goes on talking)- … the decomposition of the residual waste… coming out of the 

waste dump which is located in…  

 

MR. ASH- Enough!! (MR. MUD stops talking) Well, what do you think, Mayor?  

 

MR. FIELDS hesitates.  

 

MR. MUD (worried, asks MR. DRYFOUNTAIN) – Have I spoken well, Mr. Dryfountain?  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (enthusiastically patting his back)-  Very good, Mud, seriously! You really 

are an expert. I have not understood anything. But it sounded very impressive.  

 

MR. MUD (satisfied)- Thank you.  

 

MR. FIELDS- It really seems that you have everything under your control…  

  

MR. ASH- Of course we do! “Control, control and more control”, that is the slogan of our 

company. 

 

MR. FIELDS- But… it is such a big extension… the children of the town play in that forest. 

  

Tensed pause.  
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MR. ASH (sternly)- Mr. Fields, there are thousands of people who… why thousands - millions of 

people who are dependent on your decision. You cannot let yourself be influenced by a few 

neighbours who don’t even know what they are talking about. Who may talk a lot, but who are 

no experts on waste management. A whole assembly of municipalities has expressed their 

gratitude when the city of Cleantown accepted the installation of a waste disposal plant for all 

the rubbish dumps in your municipality. It was truly a gesture of solidarity. 

  

MR. FIELDS advances towards MR. ASH, thoughtfully, and listens to the MR. ASH's speech, 

without realizing that he is thereby exposing his bare feet to the eyes of the others.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, but at that point in time you made a commitment, you promised not to 

undertake any extension of it, and now…  

 

MR. ASH (ignoring his comment, goes on with his speech)- … That gesture talks to us about a 

people, a generous town, led by the most generous of its children – you, Mr. Mayor, who 

knows that you cannot turn your back to the advancement of Progress, who have your feet on 

the ground and knows what ground you are stepping onto, who walks towards the future 

with… (He sees that MR. FIELDS is barefoot)… Why are you barefoot?  

 

MR. FIELDS realizes he has been exposed and feels very ashamed. He hesitates, he does not 

know what to say. 

 

MR. FIELDS- Well… exactly because of what you are saying… Because… in this matter we have 

to have our feet on the ground.  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- Yes, I realize that, but so much?  

 

MR. FIELDS- I would like to know what you all would do in my position. (He points at the 

painting) The whole town awaits my decision.   

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (looking at the painting)- It is true, it is Cleantown. Who has painted it?  

 

MR. FIELDS- I did.  
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MR. ASH-  You?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes.  

 

MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN look at each other with complicity.  

 

MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (at the same time)- What a beautiful painting! 

  

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- What colours!  

 

MR. MUD- What brush strokes!  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- How expressive!  

 

MR. MUD- What colours!  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN-  I said that already!  

 

MR. MUD-  Oh, really? Well… I don’t know what else to say… (Thinks)  

 

MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (at the same time)- How beautiful!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Now don’t overdo it, it is nothing special. It is a very ordinary painting. But the 

town, yes, the town is very beautiful.   

 

MR. ASH- And it will be even more so. Once you have enlarged the school, when the playing 

ground for the children has been constructed… and the old people home… and the 

guesthouse...  
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MR. FIELDS (sad)- You don’t know how much I would like it! These are all projects we have 

been planning for so long already, but the municipality has not enough funds.   

  

MR. ASH- That has an easy solution. (He gestures to MR. MUD, and MR. MUD places his case 

on the desk) Mayor, here is the Future of your town.   

 

MR. MUD opens the case, in such a way that the audience does not see its content, only MR. 

FIELDS sees it. From the inside of the suitcase we hear celestial music and we see a golden light 

shining from within. MR. FIELDS opens his eyes very much at what he sees.  

 

MR. MUD- This is the amount of money we offer to Cleantown and its Major as a token of our 

gratitude, on behalf of all the citizens of the Corporation of Municipalities. Because we know 

that  Cleantown is a generous town that will not put a brake on the progress and development 

of the Nation.  

 

MR. FIELDS (amazed)- This is a lot of money!  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN- This is the amount we will pay month by month into the treasury of the 

municipality, so that you can dispose of it for the betterment of the town … or for whatever 

you consider appropriate … if you approve the enlargement of the rubbish dump and if you 

renew our contract for another five years. Afterwards we will leave.  

 

MR. FIELDS looks again at the content of the case, he hesitates. MR. MUD takes MR. ASH aside, 

away from MR. FIELDS.  

 

MR. MUD (talking to MR. ASH, out of the hearing of MR. FIELDS)- Only five years? That’s not 

what we had agreed upon…  

 

MR. ASH (annoyed, whispering)- Be quiet! Do you want to spoil it all?  

 

They again approach MR. FIELDS  
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MR. FIELDS (thoughtfully)- And you say it will only be for five years?  

 

MR. ASH, MR. DRYFOUNTAIN, MR. MUD (at the same time)- Not a single day above that!  

 

MR. FIELDS (almost convinced)- Well… in that case…  

 

MR. ASH looks at MR. MUDs, urging him on. MR. MUD immediately takes a contract out of an 

inner pocket of his suit, and gives it to MR. ASH. At the same time, MR. DRYFOUNTAIN takes 

out a pen from an inner pocket of his suit and gives it to MR. ASH. MR. ASH takes the contract 

and the pen. MR. MUD leans forward, and MR. ASH uses the support of his back to put the 

contract on it, and offers the pen to MR. FIELDS.  

 

MR. ASH (satisfied)-Sign!  

 

MR. FIELDS hesitates. Pause full of expectation. Finally he takes the pen and signs the 

agreement. Once he has signed, MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN look at the 

contract with adoration, giving their backs to MR. FIELDS and completely ignoring him. Finally 

MR. ASH kisses the paper and puts it into his suitcase, satisfied. MR. MUD closes the case with 

the money and offers it to MR. FIELDS, who takes it hesitatingly. MR. DRYFOUNTAIN takes the 

glasses they used to drink champagne and puts them back into his suitcase. The three visitors 

turn to leave, but suddenly they stop and turn again to MR. FIELDS.  

 

MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (at the same time)- And put on your shoes, man! 

 

The three exit from the left side of the stage. Pause. MR. FIELDS takes the bottle of champagne 

his visitors have forgotten, and looks at it, thoughtfully. Afterwards, he looks closely at the 

painting of the town, also thoughtfully.   

 

MR. FIELDS (talking to the painting) – Do you think I have done the right thing?  

 

The painting, naturally, does not respond. MR. FIELDS opens the drawer where he has kept his 

sneakers and takes them out. He bends down, about to put them on.  
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Suddenly the stage takes on a blue light. A voice of a woman is heard, screaming. First from far 

off, then closer, until she enters the scene from the right side of the stage, as if pushed by a 

very strong wind. A woman, trying to keep her balance. Her hair is ruffled and her clothing is 

very colourful – it looks more like rags than like garments. (A phosphorescent raincoat, a shirt 

with the lettering “The Number One”, a short skirt, black stockings full of holes…) She carries an 

old umbrella, also full of holes, and a backpack in the form of a teddy bear. It is the FAIRY. In 

spite of her struggle she ends up losing her balance and falls on the ground. MR. FIELDS 

watches her, bewildered and frightened.  

 

FAIRY (sitting on the ground, annoyed)-Again a banana peel!  

 

MR. FIELDS (surprised and frightened)- But… who are you!?  

 

FAIRY (irritated)- You really have to clean up this town!  

 

She gets up and starts shaking her clothes, in order to get the dust off them.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Bu… but?? I mean, how…? That is to say…. How did you enter my office?  

 

FAIRY (shaking off the dust)- You can step wherever you want, you finally always end up 

slipping because of some filth lying around and down you fall, on the ground. And once you 

manage to get up… again, the same thing happens, and again, once more down on your 

backside! There is no way one can do magic like this. 

  

MR. FIELDS- But… who are you?  

 

FAIRY- What is the matter, don’t you have eyes to see? I am the Fairy of Dirtytown! It is so 

obvious! You cannot miss it. Have you left your lenses at home?  

 

Pause. MR. FIELDS looks at her, speechless.  
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MR. FIELDS (surprised)- Let me see if I am getting this right… that is… You say you are the Fairy 

of Dirtytown?  

 

FAIRY- Exactly! (Gives him a visiting card) Here, take my visiting card. But now I am working 

only half time, so you will find me only in the mornings.  

 

MR. FIELDS- I see… (Going along) And… where exactly is Dirtytown located?  

 

The FAIRY, who is closely looking at everything in the office, with a lot of curiosity, is not paying 

attention to the Mayor and does not hear the question. She sits down in the chair by the desk 

and puts her feet on the desk. She whistles, admiring.  

 

FAIRY- How I like your office, dude! This is truly elegant. And so clean! It is a long time since I 

last saw such a clean place!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Madam, please put your feet down! And get up immediately from my chair!  

 

FAIRY (getting up, angrily)- Please, do show a bit of respect, since I am the Fairy of your town!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes, and I am a blue bird! And my town- that is, this town-, is called Cleantown, 

not Dirtytown… 

 

The FAIRY starts to laugh out loud.  

 

FAIRY (laughing)- My, what nonsense! I can’t stop laughing!  

 

MR. FIELDS (affronted)- Please leave my office immediately! Don’t you know whom you are 

talking with?  
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FAIRY- Of course I know, I am talking with Edward Fields, Mayor of a town that was once called 

Cleantown, but that is now known by everybody as Dirtytown. (Short pause. MR. FIELDS seems 

to be confused) And now look that side (points to the right). What do you see there? 

  

MR. FIELDS- Nothing…  

 

FAIRY- Make an effort, man. What do you have the imagination for? We know this is a theatre 

play and that nothing is there - only your friend, who whispers your lines to you when you 

forget them. But, think, this is supposed to be an office, isn’t it?  

 

MR. FIELDS (puzzled)- Yes…  

 

FAIRY- And the only door here is supposed to be that side, right? Where people come in and 

go out, isn’t it? (Points to the left)  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well … yes…  

 

FAIRY- So, if in your office there is no other door and there are also no windows… what do you 

see there? (Points to the right again, waiting for the correct answer)  

 

MR. FIELDS (looking towards the right)-Well… (Thinks)The wall?  

 

FAIRY (satisfied)- Exactly! The wall! And do you know of any living being able to enter into the 

office of a Mayor by coming through the wall?  

 

MR. FIELDS-  No.  

 

FAIRY- Of course not! See, this means, I am a Fairy! 

  

Pause. MR. FIELDS looks at her, still suspicious.  
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MR. FIELDS- Then show me your magic wand. Because, if you are a Fairy, then you will have a 

magic wand, won't you? 

 

The FAIRY looks at him, annoyed at his distrust, but finally complies: she takes off her backpack, 

opens it and starts bringing out all kind of unlikely things from inside, as she looks for her magic 

wand.  

 

FAIRY (grumbling as she searches for it)- The magic wand! How foolish you are! Since the 

people working for Walt Disney made up the story of the magic wall, everybody thinks that we 

Fairies are like those silly actresses of the movies. (Brings a wand out of the backpack. The 

wand is a plastic tube impregnated with coloured brilliantine, on top of which someone has 

glued a plastic star. Shows it to MR. FIELDS). Are you happy now?  

 

MR. FIELDS (disappointed) – This thing is your magic wand?  

 

FAIRY (offended)- What is wrong with it? I am a humble Fairy, I have to content myself with 

shopping in the sales and in the cheap shops. But look at this, if I press here, the star starts 

shining!  

 

Presses a switch on the magic wand. Nothing happens.  

 

FAIRY (annoyed)-What is it now?  

 

She presses the switch repeatedly.  

 

FAIRY- Maybe the batteries are empty...  

 

Takes out two batteries from her raincoat pocket. Then she takes the empty batteries out of 

the wand and throws them into the dustbin.  
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MR. FIELDS (takes the empty batteries out of the dustbin)- Hey, what are you doing! Empty 

batteries have to be thrown into special containers!  

 

He places the empty batteries on the desk.   

 

FAIRY- It’s bothersome, right? You should see the amount of filth that lies on the ground in the 

future! And all of it because of you!  

 

MR. FIELDS- What are you talking about?  

 

FAIRY- You are right, this town is presently called Cleantown. But in a few years it will be called 

Dirtytown. And do you know why? Because of that garbage dump! (Puts the new batteries into 

the magic wand and presses the switch. The star shines. Satisfied, she shows the wand to MR. 

FIELDS) See? Do you believe now that I am a Fairy?  

 

Pause. MR. FIELDS is completely taken aback.  

 

MR FIELDS- But ... then it means that you are coming from the… from the...  

 

FAIRY- Yes, sir! From the future! (Giving herself airs) This is one of the things with the theory of 

Relativity. For us, to travel in time is very easy.  

 

MR. FIELDS- But... but...  

 

MR. HILL enters briskly from the left side. He is more or less the same age as MR. FIELDS. He is 

dressed in jeans and in a green shirt. After him FLORA comes, bemused. She wears a dress with 

a flowery design.  

 

FLORA (apologizing) – I am sorry, Mr. Mayor, I could not stop him.  

 

MR. HILL- I won’t allow you to sign the extension of the rubbish dump, Fields!  
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MR. FIELDS- I say! You are still here, Hill?  

 

MR. HILL- Yes, but now I started to feel bored!  

 

FLORA- He has already finished reading the instructions of my cough syrup.  

 

MR. FIELDS-  And what about the Yellow Pages? You don’t want to read them?  

 

MR. HILL- Those I can read at home. Please, Flora, leave us alone.  

 

FLORA is about to go.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Wait a minute! (FLORA stops) It is me who decides what my secretary has to do, 

you understand? 

 

FLORA- Sure, sure,  Mr. Mayor. You tell me, what do you want me to do? 

 

MR. FIELDS- Leave us alone, Flora.  

 

FLORA exits from the left side, puzzled.  

 

MR. FIELDS (talking to FAIRY)- You will have to excuse me for a moment.  

 

FAIRY- Sure, you do your work.  

 

MR. HILL (curiously)- Whom are you talking with?  
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MR. FIELDS- With a ... (Becomes silent and looks at him, puzzled) You don’t see her?  

 

MR. HILL- Whom?  

 

MR. FIELDS- This weird woman... She says she is the Fairy of the town.  

 

FAIRY (offended)- Hello there! A bit of respect I am telling you!  

 

Pause. MR. HILL looks around, confused.   

 

FAIRY- He can neither see me nor hear me. Only you can do so, because it is my wish. You 

should be happy, you are a very lucky guy.  

 

MR. FIELDS (talking to MR. HILL)- You really don’t see her?  

 

Pause. MR. HILL looks at MR. FIELDS, worried. 

 

MR. HILL- Listen Fields... it is true, I am very mad at you because of this business with the 

rubbish dump, but… you are my friend…. And I am worried… You really believe there is a Fairy 

here??  

 

The FAIRY goes towards the desk, sits on the chair and looks at the router and at the computer, 

full of curiosity.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Right now, she is sitting in my chair and looking at the router and at the computer. 

(The Fairy starts playing around with the keyboard of the computer, amused) Hey lady! The 

keyboard is a very delicate thing! (He pushes her hands away from it) Don’t you know how to 

behave yourself?  

 

The FAIRY gets up from the chair, annoyed.  
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FAIRY- Of course I do! Better than yourself!  

 

MR. HILL sits down on the chair and picks up the telephone.   

 

MR. HILL- I will call a doctor. I think you should rest for a few days. (Starts dialling a number) 

You work too much, you have too many responsibilities, you have a lot of pressure…  

 

MR. FIELDS (annoyed)- Don’t sit in my chair, Hill! It is no movie chair! Come on, get up! (MR. 

HILL gets up. MR. FIELDS takes the earpiece of the telephone out of his hand and puts it down) 

And you won’t call anybody! I know what you want… You want me to go home and lie down 

on my bed so that I can’t sign the agreement today, don't you?  

 

FAIRY- What a cheek! You have already signed it!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Don’t you interfere, madam, this is business! 

  

MR. HILL- You know perfectly well this extension is far too big. We would have to cut down 

half of the forest trees, and the safety measures they are talking about are not as good as they 

say.  

 

MR. FIELDS- What I know is that we have to enlarge the school, that the people are 

continuously asking me for a day centre for the old age pensioners, that the restaurateurs are 

waiting to see the youth hostel finished at last, and that the children need a play ground.  

 

MR. HILL- And in order to give them a play ground you are going to take away from them the 

forest, the fields, the clean air and the fountains? We don’t need the play ground, not at such 

high a cost!  

 

FAIRY- Well said, dude!  
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MR. FIELDS (talking to the FAIRY)- You be quiet!  

 

FAIRY- Why not? This guy knows the ground he treads upon better than you! 

 

MR. FIELDS- I also know the ground I am stepping on!  

 

MR. HILL and the FAIRY realize MR. FIELDS is barefoot. The FAIRY starts playfully mocking him.  

 

MR. HILL (laughing)- Yes I see! That really is knowing where one steps! Why are you 

barefooted?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well… I am more comfortable like this.   

 

MR. HILL- Suit yourself. ... But I am telling you, I won’t allow you to sign that agreement. The 

people in the town are not willing to...  

 

MR. FIELDS (interrupting him, challenging)- I have already done it.  

 

MR. HILL- You what??  

 

MR. FIELDS-  Just now. Next week they will begin digging up the grounds.  

 

Long pause. MR. FIELDS and MR. HILL looked at each other, tensed.  

 

MR. HILL- I thought we were friends. And that my opinion and that of the majority of people in 

Cleantown meant something.  

 

MR. FIELDS-  Calm down, I know what is good for the town.  
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Pause.  

 

MR. HILL- Don’t you ever talk to me again, Edward. Never ever.  

 

He is ready to go.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Come on, man! Don’t take it this way! We are friends, aren’t we? 

  

MR. HILL- That is what I thought, until now.  

 

MR. HILL leaves. MR. FIELDS looks dejected.  

 

FAIRY- You have made a big mistake, dude. And even I have come too late. I wanted to arrive 

before you signed, but I am not yet fully adept at time travel. I missed some of the lessons 

during the course and … you see.  

 

MR. FIELDS- What happened? Did you play truant?  

 

FAIRY (offended)- Listen here, I am a responsible Fairy! No. I had to go and see my mother, 

who was sick and who lives at the other end of the planet. Don’t you start being clever.  

 

MR. FIELDS (doesn’t really believe her)- I see...  

 

FAIRY (thinking)- But maybe we can still do something about it…. 

  

MR. FIELDS-  Something? Like what?  
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FAIRY- I could bring you back to the past… (More and more enthused) Yes, yes, that’s it! To a 

few minutes before you sign the contract! (Looks in her backpack) Let me see if I brought it 

along …  

 

Again she starts to bring things out of her backpack, and puts them on the desk: a teddy bear, a 

rubber duck, boxing gloves, skiing sun glasses, sport flippers…  

 

FAIRY (still searching)- Where is it now?  

 

The FAIRY goes on searching. She takes out of her backpack a carrot, a pair of socks, a huge 

comb, and a cowbell. MR. FIELDS reacts with surprise at every single object.  

 

FAIRY- Here it is!  (She brings out an ancient alarm clock with some wires attached to it and 

shows it to MR. FIELDS, satisfied. It shows a different time than their time) We only have to set 

it back a quarter of an hour and then to say the magic words.  

 

MR. FIELDS- But it is not even showing the right time, see (shows her his wrist watch).  

 

FAIRY- I know. It shows the time of the place where my mother lives. This way I call her 

whenever she has to take her medicine, so that she doesn’t forget. Well, come on! Let’s go! 

(She sets the time back in the alarm clock) And now the magic words. 

 

MR. FIELDS- Well, I am not really sure that I want to go back to the past.  

 

FAIRY- What are you telling me?  

 

MR. FIELDS- I am saying that I have no intention to change things. I am convinced that I have 

done the right thing, so if I went to the past, I would sign the extension again.  

 

FAIRY- So you are not sorry that you signed the contract? 
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MR. FIELDS-  No.  

 

Pause.  

 

FAIRY (annoyed)- And could you not have told me before I emptied the backpack? Do you have 

any idea of how difficult it will be to put all this stuff back inside again?  

 

Starts putting all items back into the backpack, with great difficulty.  But she leaves the alarm 

clock aside. 

 

MR. FIELDS- Pardon me, but you never asked me. And it is a matter of certain importance, so 

you should have asked me.   

 

FAIRY- So I should have asked you, right?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Yes.  

 

FAIRY- Because you think it is an important issue, right?  

 

MR. FIELDS-  Of course.   

 

FAIRY (sharply)- So why have you not asked the town about the rubbish dump? Why did you 

not organize a vote or something? What is it? Do you think that is not an important issue?  

 

Long pause. MR. FIELDS doesn’t know what to say.   

 

MR. FIELDS- Listen, don’t you change the topic. We are now talking about time travel.  
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FAIRY- See, we will do one thing: I won’t take you to the past. Not yet. You know what I will 

do? I will take you to the future!  

 

MR. FIELDS-  To the future?  

 

FAIRY- So you will see what Cleantown has become. Actually, Dirtytown. Afterwards you can 

decide for yourself. What do you say?  

 

Pause. MR. FIELDS hesitates.  

 

MR. FIELDS- I don’t know, I don’t know...  

 

FAIRY- Come on, man, cheer up! What most people would give to see their future! And with 

me, you will have it free of cost!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Are you sure?  

 

FAIRY- Take it as a launching offer, for publicity, because things do not look so bright for me at 

present, so a bit of publicity would not be a bad thing…  

 

MR. FIELDS-And I will be able to come back whenever I want?  

 

FAIRY- Whenever you tell me. See, we will make a deal: as soon as the sun sets, we will come 

back to the present, what do you say?  

 

MR. FIELDS hesitates for a few minutes.   

 

MR. FIELDS-  Done.   
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They shake hands in order to seal the pact.  

 

FAIRY (takes out her cell-phone)- But before that I have to call my mother. She suffers a lot, 

you know. I have to tell her where I will be, because if she happens to call me and I do not 

answer the phone she will worry and she will start calling hospitals, police stations, even those 

programs in TV where they look for people who have disappeared… and she will waste a lot of 

money on those calls.  

 

MR. FIELDS- But if your mother is a Fairy… she should know where you are without you telling 

her, shouldn't it?  

 

FAIRY- Listen, don’t you try to be clever, you have no idea. 

  

MR. FIELDS- Well...  I am only saying that….  

 

FAIRY (interrupting him)- My mother is not a Fairy.   

 

MR. FIELDS- She is not?  

 

FAIRY- No, she was a cashier in a supermarket. Now she is retired. The magic powers I 

inherited from my father, who is a genie.   

 

MR. FIELDS- Oh… I see… and what does he do?  

 

FAIRY- I just told you! He is a genie! One of those who live in a marvellous lamp, and all that.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Is he? And what happened? Your mother found it as she was travelling through a 

desert in Arabia?  

 

FAIRY- No, she found it as she was making castles in the sand in a beach in a Caribbean holiday 

resort.  
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MR. FIELDS- I see...  

 

FAIRY (sad)- Yes. And last year they fought because they wanted to go to different locations 

during the holidays, and my father went back into his lamp. And since then, he has not yet 

come out again. (Sighs) We will have to wait until he is not angry anymore.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Don’t worry, you will see, soon it will all be back to normal...  

 

FAIRY-  Sure. But what´ soon´ means for you…. For a genie it may mean centuries … since they 

live for an eternity… (Sighs again and dials a number on her mobile phone). Don’t worry, it 

won’t take me long.  

 

As the FAIRY is waiting for her mother to answer the call, MR. FIELDS takes the alarm clock and 

examines it curiously.  

 

FAIRY (at the phone)- Mom?... Yes, it is me... Right now I am in Cleantown, but I am calling you 

precisely for that … I know, Mom, but I was feeling a bit bored, in the South Pole there are no 

people, and penguins don’t really give you much conversation, do they… Well, look, I was 

calling you in order to tell you that if you call me at dinnertime I won’t be there, I will go back 

to Dirtytown and there is no coverage there... how long? Listen Mom, don’t check up on me so 

much, I am not a child anymore… Well, whatever it takes! …. (MR. FIELDS listens to the 

conversation. The FAIRY realizes and goes a bit further away, but she keeps talking in such a 

way that  MR. FIELDS can hear what she says) No, I don’t think it will be a full day, don’t you 

see its all too filthy there? I don’t really relish going there, I am going only for work.  

 

The FAIRY sees that MR. FIELDS has come closer again in order to listen to the conversation. 

MR. FIELDS pretends otherwise, but the FAIRY goes again a bit away from him.  

 

FAIRY (at the phone, in a confidential way)- It is not true, Mom - we will possibly stay longer in 

Dirtytown, but he does not know it yet… Who is he? Well, the Mayor of Cleantown… What do 

you mean! We are only going for work purposes; you know I don’t want any confused 

situations! … Don’t worry, I am old enough, I know how to take care of myself…. (MR. FIELDS, 

full of curiosity, starts playing with the alarm clock again) Yes, I have my umbrella…. Yes, also 

the toothpaste and the toothbrush… Ok. Then, do you have any news of Dad? Has he come out 
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of the lamp again? … Don’t worry, Mom, he will come out. You just rub it once in a while, see 

what happens…  

 

Suddenly the alarm clock starts ringing in strident tones. MR. FIELDS was playing around with 

it, and now does not know how to stop it ringing.   

 

FAIRY- I am sorry, Mom, but I have to hang up, I will call you again once I am back! (Hangs up 

and rapidly takes away the clock from MR. FIELDS hands.) What are you doing! (Stops the 

alarm).  

 

FLORA enters from the left, urgently, alarmed.  

 

FLORA- What happened? (She sees the FAIRY) Who are you? How did you come in?  

 

FAIRY- I am the Fairy of ...  

 

MR. FIELDS (interrupting her)- She is a visitor.  

 

FLORA- Did she have any appointment?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well… not exactly... Let’s say it was an unexpected call.  

 

FLORA (distrustful)- I see… so she has sneaked in… How did she do it? When?... When I went to 

the rest room?  

 

FAIRY-  No. I entered through the wall.  

 

MR. FIELDS (talking to FLORA, embarrassed)- Ha, Ha… she is fond of joking, you see…  
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FLORA- I beg your pardon, Mr. Mayor, but I don’t see the joke.  

 

FAIRY- It is not a joke. I came in through the wall. I am the Fairy of this town.  

 

FLORA- On top of it all she is crazy! Do you want me to call the police, Mr. Mayor?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Why?  

 

FLORA- What do you mean, why? Because this woman is completely crazy and she might be 

dangerous!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Well… it might be that she is not completely sane …..  

 

The FAIRY starts walking angrily towards MR. FIELDS. FLORA, alarmed, places herself between 

the FAIRY and the MAYOR. 

 

FLORA- Don’t you go one step further or I’ll call the police!  

 

FAIRY- See here, show a bit more of respect, since I am coming to help you out. Don’t treat me 

as if I were a criminal!  

 

The FAIRY tries to pass by her side but FLORA stops her. They struggle. MR. FIELDS 

unsuccessfully tries to separate them.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Please, please, girls, don’t fight!  

 

Suddenly FLORA takes the earpiece of the landline phone and starts tying the FAIRY with the 

cord of the earpiece.  
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FAIRY- What are you doing?  

 

FLORA- Flee, Mr. Mayor! Flee and call the police!  

 

MR. FIELDS- Please, Flora, calm down...  

 

FAIRY- Leave me alone immediately or I’ll turn you into a ….sweet potato! 

  

MR. FIELDS – Flora, leave her alone! It’s not what it seems!  

 

The FAIRY manages to free herself of the telephone wire. She runs aside, eluding FLORA, who 

wants to tie her up again.   

 

FAIRY- It will be better if we leave now to the future! Ready? 

 

MR. FIELDS- Wait a minute! I’ll put on my shoes! 

 

FAIRY- There is no time for it now! “Abandcadabra, Abandcadabra - take us into the future!” 

(Nothing happens) Oh, no! I have forgotten the right spell!  

 

FLORA manages to catch the FAIRY again with the telephone wire. They wrestle, fall down 

behind the desk and we cannot see them anymore.  

 

FLORA'S VOICE-  Now I’ve got you!  

 

FAIRY'S VOICE – So you think! “Abracadabra, abracadabra – turn into a sweet potato!”  
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The stage gets momentarily very bright, as if a flash of lightening had come down. Silence. 

After a few seconds, the FAIRY appears from behind the desk, satisfied, with a huge sweet 

potato in her hand.  

 

FAIRY –So, that’s what you deserve! (Talking to MR. FIELDS) I’m amazing, aren’t I? 

  

MR. FIELDS (alarmed)- What have you done!! (Takes the sweet potato of her hand and takes it 

delicately in his hands. Talking to the sweet potato, almost crying): I am sorry, Flora, it was my 

mistake!  

 

FAIRY- Don’t be so dramatic, let’s go back to our business, I remember the spell again….  

 

Takes the sweet potato out of his hands and throws it on the ground.  

 

MR. FIELDS (talking of the sweet potato)- And what will happen with Flora?  

 

FAIRY- Don’t worry, the spell only lasts for a few minutes, then she will go back to normal. 

Come on, give me your hand. (MR. FIELDS hesitates) Come on, now! I can’t wait the whole day! 

(Finally MR. FIELDS gives her his hand, shyly. She takes it firmly) Ready? (Closes her eyes) 

“Abracadabra, abracadruture, take us into the future”. 

 

Lights go off and the stage remains dark. We hear the sound of hurricane wind blowing. 

Simultaneously, we start hearing the ticking of many clockworks, the sound of cuckoo clocks 

and chime clocks sounding the hours. First it is only a faint sound, but slowly the volume of the 

sound increases.  

 

MR. FIELDS' VOICE- Wait, don’t go so fast! I am getting dizzy! 

  

FAIRY'S VOICE- Woooooow!! What fun!  

 

MR. FIELDS' VOICE (alarmed)- Careful with the traffic light!!  
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We hear a break screeching and then the sounding of a horn.  

 

FAIRY'S VOICE- Wow! There are lots of people time-travelling! Such a rush! As if it were 

Sunday! 

 

MR. FIELDS' VOICE- If I had known how it is, I would have put on a helmet! Where did you get 

your Fairy-licence? In the market place? Or in a lottery? 

 

As he is speaking, MR. FIELDS voice changes from the deep sound of an adult voice to the high 

pitch of the voice of a child.  

 

FAIRY'S VOICE- We are already there, hold on fast, I am going to land!!  

 

A sequence of noisy and prolonged blows is heard. Then the stage shines in a yellowish and dim 

light. In the midst of the stage we see a rusty, dirty and very damaged swing. At the back of the 

stage, a plywood board simulates a wall full of graffiti. At its sides, rickety trees, almost 

ridiculous in their thinness – they rather look like the small branches of a tree in a flowerpot. 

Everywhere, filth and waste of all types: cardboard boxes, pieces of polis pan, plastic covers 

and objects, cans, bottles, banana peels and many garbage bags.  

On the swing a GIRL whose eyes have an absent look swings slightly, mechanically. MR.  FIELDS 

has turned into a boy and now the suit pants and the suit jacket he was wearing during MR. 

MUD, MR. ASH and MR. DRYFOUNTAINs visit are far too big for him. He is still barefoot. He is 

sitting on the ground and rubbing his head, as if he had received a blow during the “landing”. 

The GIRL seems to be ignorant of his presence. The FAIRY has disappeared. FIELDS- BOY sniffs 

the air and covers his nose, as if he had smelt an unbearable stench. Then he looks at his 

surroundings, bewildered. He sees the GIRL on the swing. With a great effort he takes away his 

hand from his nose and tries to get used to the stench. Because of his grimaces we see it is not 

easy to do so.  

 

FIELDS-BOY - Girl... (The GIRL does not respond and goes on swinging) Psst! Hey girl! (The GIRL 

goes on swinging without paying any attention to him. FIELDS-BOY starts going towards her 

but he stumbles on his own trousers, falls to the ground and gets very dirty.) What a filth!  
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FIELDS-BOY takes his elegant trousers and jacket off. Below them he is wearing  jeans and a 

white shirt, identical to those he was wearing in the office as an adult, but in his present size of 

a child. He goes and stands beside the GIRL.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- What is your name, girl?  

 

The GIRL stops swinging and looks at him.  

 

GIRL- My name is Girl.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- And that’s it? Only Girl?  

 

GIRL- Don’t you like it?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Well... I don’t know... There are names that are prettier...  

 

GIRL-  Really? Which ones?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Well... Rose, for example. Or Daisy. Names of flowers.   

 

GIRL-  Flowers? (Thinks) Oh yes…  Once I saw one. It was beautiful. 

  

FIELDS-BOY- What colour was it?  

 

GIRL (thinking)- I don’t remember. It was a very long time ago, I was still very small.  

 

Pause. The GIRL looks at FIELDS-BOY closely.  
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GIRL- And who are you?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Me? (Hesitates) Formerly, I was the Mayor of Cleantown. But now I am not sure 

who I am.  

 

GIRL- What nonsense! You a Mayor! Are you making fun of me? You are only a child!  

  

FIELDS-BOY-No, I am talking seriously!  

 

GIRL- And it’s a long time since the town was called Cleantown, that I know from school. Now 

its name is...  

 

FIELDS-BOY- (sad, interrupts her)- Yes, I know: Dirtytown.(Looks at his surrounding) And its 

clear why. (Pause) What happened?  

 

GIRL- What do you mean?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- How did Cleantown become Dirtytown?  

 

GIRL- I don’t know. This is taught in secondary school and I am still in primary school. You 

would have to ask that question to someone in school.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- (starts exiting towards the right side of the stage)- So let’s go.  

 

GIRL- Where are you going?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- To the school.   

 

GIRL- But it’s really far away! You cannot walk all that way!  
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FIELDS-BOY- What do you mean! It’s just here, behind the city council!  

 

GIRL- Oh... You mean the old school. (Laughs) That one was closed a long time ago! I was not 

even born at that time, so you see! But where do you come from?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- They closed it?  

 

GIRL- Yes, because of the stench and the odours, they said it’s very bad for the children.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Well… actually yes, the truth is the stench is quite unbearable.  

 

GIRL (surprised) - Really?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- You don’t smell it?  

 

GIRL (hesitates)-I don’t know... (Thinks) The town has always had this particular smell. Maybe I 

am already used to it.  

 

The GIRL starts swinging again, mechanically, with the same absent look as before. FIELDS-BOY 

looks around and disgustedly examines the waste, trying not to step on it. CHARLIE, a boy of 

about 13 years of age, enters from the left side. He is clothed like a rapper, with its typical 

sweater, big and low hanging trousers, sneakers and a baseball cap with its sunshield turned 

towards the back. He hides something in his hand, which he keeps inside his sweater. He looks 

at FIELDS-BOY, first surprised, then suspiciously. He hesitates. Finally he goes to the wall at the 

back, looks towards one side and towards the other, and brings out what he was hiding: Two 

paint sprays. He starts spraying on the wall: “We want a clean town”.  

 

As CHARLIE writes, FIELDS-BOY talks to the GIRL.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Girl, who is that?  
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The GIRL turns around and sees CHARLIE writing on the wall. She angrily jumps down from the 

swing.  

 

GIRL- The same thing again, Charlie? Stop it!  

 

CHARLIE- Don’t talk to me, Girl, you are interfering with my concentration. 

  

GIRL- Shall I call the guards?  

 

CHARLIE (imitating her in a ridiculing way)- “Shall I call the guards?” You are really a fool!  

 

FIELDS-BOY (talking to CHARLIE)- What are you doing?  

 

CHARLIE- Don’t you see it, dude?  Graffiti.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Do you think that’s right? Don’t you realize you are dirtying the wall?  

 

CHARLIE looks at FIELDS-BOY and starts laughing.  

 

CHARLIE- Now that is really something! Don’t you see it’s all filthy! And by the way, who are 

you to tell me what to do? Where did you come from? 

  

FIELDS-BOY- (dignified)- I am the Mayor of the town.  

 

CHARLIE- I see… And I am Spiderman.  

 

Goes on painting his graffiti.  
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GIRL (talking to CHARLIE, angrily)- You are… you are… (Seeks a heavy abuse, finally finds it)… a 

reactionary!! 

  

CHARLIE looks at her, puzzled.  

 

CHARLIE- And what is that?  

 

GIRL- I don’t know, but it’s something ugly. It’s from TV! 

 

CHARLIE walks towards the GIRL, threateningly.  

 

CHARLIE- You want me to beat you?  

 

The GIRL is not afraid and walks towards CHARLIE, challenging, ready to face him. FIELDS-BOY 

puts himself between the two in order to stop them.   

 

FIELDS-BOY (mediating)- Come on, come on… don’t fight. (Talking to the GIRL) He is right, you 

see… anyhow everything is so dirty…  

 

Short pause. CHARLIE and the GIRL look at each other, still tensed. Finally CHARLIE turns 

contemptuously back to the wall to finish his graffiti. Once finished, he signs, “Charlie”.  

 

CHARLIE (looks at his graffiti, satisfied)- It looks great. (He looks at them, suddenly looks at his 

right, and alarmed hides the paint sprays under his clothing. He addresses FIELDS-BOY)- Hey 

you! Look for something to play with, fast!  

 

FIELDS-BOY- What’s happening?  

 

CHARLIE- Shut up and do it!  
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CHARLIE hurriedly starts looking amongst the refuse on the ground. FIELDS-BOY also starts 

searching, confused. CHARLIE finally finds an old airless plastic ball. 

 

CHARLIE-  That will do.   

 

Goes to the left side of the stage and pulls back one of the flower pots, in order to form a goal 

line, places himself in that space as a goalkeeper, and throws the ball to FIELDS- BOY. FIELDS-

BOY catches it, confused. CHARLIE assumes the typical position of a goalkeeper at a penalty 

and starts talking excessively loudly – "This time I will stop it! Come on, shoot!" 

  

FIELDS-BOY (bewildered)- I can’t! I am not wearing shoes.  

 

CHARLIE and the GIRL look at his feet, surprised.  

 

BOY FIELDS (embarrassed)- Well... I like walking barefoot.  

 

GIRL-  With all this filth on the ground??  

 

CHARLIE- Ok, don’t worry! You just pretend! 

 

ROBOT P-2 enters from the right side of the stage. He is wearing a police cap and is carrying a 

lot of garbage bags. He talks with a metallic voice.  

 

P-2 – Robot P-2 reporting transport of industrial refuse and urban not organic solid refuse, 

number five-hundred-and-forty-nine. Confidential origin. Registration number nine-zero-zero-

four-slash-seven and a half. One-hundred-and-fifty kilo. Uhm, how heavily it weights!  

 

Throws the garbage bags on the ground.   
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FIELDS-BOY (shocked, talking to P-2)- What is this? What are you doing!  

 

CHARLIE- Don’t meddle with him. Come on, shoot!  

 

P-2 (observing FIELDS-BOY)- Processing  bad mannered boy's face in the database. Unknown 

face. A stranger. Strange. Foreign. Go off, boy.  

 

FIELDS-BOY (talking to CHARLIE)- Did you hear that?  

 

CHARLIE- Don’t look at him. Come on, shoot.   

 

P-2 sees the graffiti on the wall.  

 

P-2-  Attention, attention. Clandestine reactionary painting discovered. Sabotage. Processing 

the name “Charlie” in the database. Origin unknown.  

 

GIRL- I will tell you who it was, Mr. Pee Too.  

 

Jumps off the swing, ready to report CHARLIE. But CHARLIE starts walking towards her, 

threateningly.  

 

GIRL- It was….  

 

CHARLIE covers her mouth with his hand. The GIRL fights back and gestures, protesting.  

 

CHARLIE (talking to P-2, pretending)- It was a guy, he was about six feet five high, strong, with 

black hair. I haven’t seen him before, he is probably not from the town. (Talking to FIELDS-

BOY) Is he?  
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FIELDS-BOY (going along)- Right, right!  

 

P-2 (talking to FIELDS-BOY)- And who are you? Identify.  

 

FIELDS-BOY doesn’t know what to say.   

 

CHARLIE- He is my cousin. He came to stay with us for a few days. It seems the air here is very 

good for him.  

 

P-2 looks at CHARLIE and then at FIELDS-BOY. FIELDS-BOY breathes in deeply to show how 

good the air is for him. He starts coughing.  

 

CHARLIE (apologizing for him)- He has not yet become used to it, it always takes him a few 

days. He lives in the mountains, you know. 

 

P-2 starts exiting from the right.  

 

P-2 – Precise instructions. Inform. Report. Search and seize. Exemplary punishment. What a 

hard life, the life of a robot! 

 

Exits from the right. After a few minutes, CHARLIE lets go of the GIRL.  

 

GIRL (very angry)- You idiot!  

 

CHARLIE- Shut up, girlie!  

 

GIRL- If you don’t like Dirtytown, why don’t you just go away?  

 

CHARLIE- Because it’s my town, you hear?  
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FIELDS-BOY (surprised) –Do you like it as it is, in its present state, Girl?  

 

GIRL- Yes, I do! The Misters of “Waste and Associates, L.C.” say it’s an example of progress and 

modernity. And the Misters of “Waste and Associates, L.C.” are very wise men, so they say on 

TV.  

 

CHARLIE- What a fool she is!  

 

GIRL- Stop it! Or I will go right now to the guards and tell them it was you who did the graffiti. I 

will tell them you are Charlie.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- So Charlie is not his name?  

 

CHARLIE- No.  

 

GIRL- He is called Boy. But he likes to be called Charlie. What  nonsense! He is so immature!  

 

CHARLIE-  Look who is talking.  

 

The GIRL is about to exit from the right side, angrily. CHARLIE stops her.   

 

CHARLIE (alarmed)- Say, are you really a fool? They will ground me at home, without being 

allowed to go out for a month! Come on, don’t be a spoil sport! If you keep quiet I will do 

whatever you want! 

 

The GIRL stops, hesitates.  

 

GIRL- Whatever I want?  
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CHARLIE- Yes.  

 

The GIRL hesitates. Finally she walks towards the swing, takes a broken doll that is lying on the 

ground. The doll looks quite new. She gives the doll to CHARLIE.  

 

GIRL- So repair this doll.   

 

CHARLIE- Where did you get it from? From the rubbish dump?  

 

GIRL- Yes. It’s beautiful, isn’t it?  

 

CHARLIE (resigned)- Fine, I’ll do it. Easily.  

 

He takes the arms, the head and the legs of the doll and tries to make it all fit back into the 

body trunk of the doll. He cannot do so. He despairs.  

 

CHARLIE (giving the doll back to the GIRL)- I can't do it . Look for something else to play with.  

 

GIRL (upset)- You cheated me! You’ll see now!  

 

The GIRL starts again walking towards the exit on the right side of the stage.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Wait! (The GIRL stops) Let me try it. (Takes the doll and starts fitting in all its 

different pieces. Talking about the doll) You really like it?  

 

GIRL-  Of course. I like dolls very much.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- And why don’t you buy a new one?  
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GIRL-  What for? You just need to walk down the street and you will find lots of toys, almost 

new, there are children who immediately get fed up of playing with them and just throw them 

away. Since they have so many  ...  

 

FIELDS-BOY gives her back the doll, fully mended.  

 

GIRL (taking the doll, happily)-Thank you so much! (Looks at it) She even looks new. (Talking to 

FIELDS-BOY, gratefully) How can I thank you? (Thinks) I know! I’ll look for some shoes for you. 

(Starts looking amongst the garbage. Finds a pair of old and dirty shoes). Here, put these on.  

 

FIELDS-BOY (troubled by their looks)- Oh... thanks, no! I am grateful but…. No. I really prefer to 

walk barefoot. 

  

GIRL (wondering)- Sure?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Yes, you see…  (Improvising) The doctor has told me to do so.  

 

GIRL- Fine.   

 

Starts exiting from the left. Stops. Comes back, kisses FIELDS-BOY on the cheek. Exits from the 

left. CHARLIE and FIELDS-BOY watch her go. 

 

CHARLIE- You are really good at fixing things, man. Where did you learn to fix dolls?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- I learned it because of my daughter, she is always breaking her dolls. You buy her 

a new one, and she will immediately dismantle it. I wouldn’t wonder if once she’s grown up 

she chooses to be a car mechanic. 

 

CHARLIE (bewildered)- Sorry.... did you say … your daughter?  
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FIELDS-BOY- Yes, what is it?  

 

CHARLIE (annoyed)-  Are you mocking me?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- No, I am talking seriously. I have a four year old daughter. Her name is Rose.  

 

CHARLIE- What is it with you? Do you really think I am a fool? How could you have a 

daughter… a four year old daughter? How old are you? Thirteen? Fourteen?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Thirty three.  

 

Pause. CHARLIE looks at him, puzzled. Then starts laughing.  

 

CHARLIE- Dude, you are completely crazy.  

 

FIELDS-BOY (affronted)- It’s true! And I also was the Mayor of the town.  

 

CHARLIE (going along)- Really? When?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- A long time back. When the town was still called Cleantown.  

 

CHARLIE- Come on, dude! That was ages ago! Look, don’t overdo it now, just tell me where 

you come from.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- I am telling you I am coming from Cleantown! I know this town like the back of my 

hand. See, I will prove it to you: (he points at the far end in the audience area) that is the way 

to the new fountain. And if you turn towards the left, you will come into the meadow where 

the sheep graze. And if you then turn towards the right you come into the forest.  
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CHARLIE- What forest? What are you talking about? There is no forest here.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Uh – no?  

 

CHARLIE- And I don’t know what meadow you talk about. The only thing there is an old car 

graveyard. You want us to go on playing riddles?  

 

Short pause.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- But if there is no forest there... Where do the children play?  

 

CHARLIE-  Well... here. But it isn’t as if there were many children in Dirtytown. The only 

children here are me and the Girl. (Short pause). Fine, now it’s my turn. Let’s see… (Thinks and 

finally points at a spot somewhere amongst the audience) What is behind that hill?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- There? (Thinks) Well ... Marys farm and her orchard.  

 

CHARLIE (satisfied) -No! I got you! There is the incineration plant.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- What?? No... it´s not possible. An incineration plant?  

 

CHARLIE- Yes. Two to one. Come on, it’s your turn.   

 

FIELDS-BOY (angrily)- For you it’s just a game, isn’t it?  

 

CHARLIE-  Of course. What about you?  
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FIELDS-BOY (angrily)- No! It a very serious matter, you don’t know how serious it is!  (Takes 

him by his sweater) You are making fun of me, aren't you? That must be it! You want me to 

believe my town has become a heap of garbage! Come on, admit it!  

 

CHARLIE- What are you talking about?  

 

FIELDS-BOY (angrily, without letting him go)- Confess! Say the forest is still there! Say that 

there is no incineration plant! No car graveyard…!  

 

CHARLIE frees himself by pushing FIELDS-BOY away. FIELDS-BOY falls to the ground. 

  

CHARLIE (annoyed)- Look here, boy, I am a peaceful guy (takes a garbage bag and looks 

threateningly at him) But if someone provokes me, I defend myself, do you understand?  

 

Throws the garbage bag at FIELDS-BOY as a warning. Tensed pause. They look at each other. 

Finally FIELDS-BOY gets up from the ground and also throws a garbage bag at CHARLIE. They 

start a garbage bag battle, the bags fly here and there, finally it turns into a game.   

 

MR. HILL, old, enters from the left. He wears the same jeans and the same green shirt as 

before. But now, he also wears a long coat on top of it - a long, dark and frayed coat, home 

slippers with a squares design and glasses. He and FIELDS-BOY do not recognize each other.  

 

MR. HILL (scolding them)- What are you doing!  

 

CHARLIE, on seeing him, runs out from the right.   

 

MR. HILL (talking about CHARLIE)- The devil of a boy! Any day we might get into trouble 

because of him! (Talking with FIELDS-BOY) And what about you? You like playing around with 

garbage? (Looks at him intently. Short pause) Listen, do I know you?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- I don’t think so.   
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MR. HILL- You are not from here about, are you? 

 

FIELDS-BOY- Yes… I mean… no. Well… not exactly. But a relative of mine lived here a long time 

ago and… 

 

MR. HILL-  Really?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Yes, but that was many years ago.   

 

MR. HILL- And what have you lost here, in this rubbish dump?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Well… I have to write a paper. About the history of Cleantown.   

 

MR. HILL- Of Cleantown? But that was a long time ago! You don’t mean to say that your 

relative lived here when the town was still called Cleantown?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Yes.   

 

MR. HILL (excited)- What was his name? Maybe we knew each other.  

 

FIELDS-BOY (indecisive)- No… I don’t think so… He didn’t go out much.   

 

MR. HILL- Come on, boy, tell me. I knew everybody back then.  

 

Pause. MR. HILL smilingly waits for the reply.   

 

FIELDS-BOY (making up his mind)- Edward Fields.  
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MR. HILL stops smiling and takes on a grave look.   

 

MR. HILL- You said… Edward Fields?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- (uneasy)- Yes…  

 

Pause.  

 

MR. HILL (with resentment)- Yes, of course I knew him… a shameless guy. We were friends, you 

know. Everybody in the town liked him. And then he became the Mayor. Everybody believed 

Cleantown would change a lot thanks to him. And it did change, oh yes, it did! Because “Waste 

and Associates, L.C.” arrived here and they persuaded him to let them set up a garbage dump 

here. Afterwards they got him to allow them to expand it, and to start with, we lost our forest. 

But things did not stop there… after that extension, they got another… and another… and 

another… until the very town became part of the waste grounds and it became… (Looks sadly 

around him)… what you see now.  

 

Short pause.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- You two... were you close?  

 

MR. HILL- You ask if we were close! We went to school together. (Sighs) I warned him. I told 

him, “Be careful, Fields, these guys of the waste undertaking are going to cheat you, these guys 

don’t care about people.” You know what he used to tell me? He said, “Don’t worry, Hill, I 

know what is good for this town”. I would like him to see what the town has come to because 

of him.   

 

Since he now knows that the old man with whom he is talking is MR. HILL, FIELDS-BOY is 

looking at him shocked.   

 

FIELDS-BOY (aghast) –It cannot be… You are John Hill?  
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MR. HILL (taken aback)-What do you say?  

 

FIELDS-BOY (reacting and pretending)- Uh… nothing. (Because of what MR. HILL has told him) 

It is a very sad story.   

 

MR. HILL- So it is. You write all I told you down in your paper. Maybe, if we are lucky, the youth 

of today will have a bit more common sense than we had. (Looks around him, sadly) And they 

call this progress! (Takes a small bottle of water out of his pocket) Excuse me, but I have to 

water the trees.  

 

Starts carefully sprinkling small bits of water in the flower pots of the trees.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- What happened with the fountain that was here, in this square?  

 

MR. HILL looks at him, surprised.  

 

MR. HILL- How come you know there was a fountain here?  

 

FIELDS-BOY (pretending)- Well… Charlie told me.  

 

MR. HILL- Charlie? (Thinks) Oh, you mean the Boy.  

 

FIELDS-BOY-  Yes, him. Do you know him?  

 

MR. HILL- Of course I do! He is my grandson. He has heard me talk so much about how things 

were in the times of Cleantown, as a result now he spends his days painting graffitis 

demanding a clean town. I am afraid that he might get into trouble because of me.  
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Short pause. FIELDS-BOY is baffled when he hears that CHARLIE is the grandson of MR. HILL.  

MR. HILL goes on watering the flower pots.  

 

MR. HILL- You were asking me about the fountain, weren't you? They took it away, you see. 

Because it was useless. What happened was that the fluids generated by the garbage in the 

waste ground… 

 

FIELDS-BOY-  The lixiviates.  

 

MR. HILL (surprised at his knowledge)- Yes, the lixiviates, I see you are a clever boy!...  What 

happened was, the lixiviates went through the protecting plates in the subsoil and they 

polluted the underground water. Many people became sick, and many trees dried out. Since 

then we drink only bottled water. And now, if you allow me, I will go and water the trees that 

side.  

 

Crosses the stage and starts watering the flowerpots on the other side. P-2 enters from the 

right side, clutching CHARLIE by the ear. CHARLIE has a paint spray in his hands, and his face 

shows a pained expression. P-2 addresses MR. HILL.  

 

P-2 (without letting go of CHARLIEs ear)- Vandalism, Terrorism, Misbehaviour. Sabotage. 

Conflictive Boy …  

 

CHARLIE (complaining)- Aww, aww, awww…!  

 

P-2 (without letting him go)- Conflictive. A-social. A-normal. A-nimal.  

 

CHARLIE (protesting)-Hey, hey, hey!  

 

MR. HILL- Show a bit of respect! What is it, what has he done? 

 

P-2 – He painted on a wall. He wrote subversive messages on it. Forbidden words. Illegal 

letters. Confinement is needed. Arrest. Punishment. Lock up.  
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CHARLIE frees himself from P-2.  

 

CHARLIE (protesting)- I haven´t done anything, I am a very good boy! (Pointing at FIELDS-BOY) 

Ask that Mayor, you’ll see.  

  

MR. HILL and P-2 turn round at the same time to look at FIELDS-BOY.  

 

MR. HILL and P-2 (at the same time)- What Mayor?  

 

CHARLIE (talking of FIELDS-BOY)- A while back he told me he was Cleantown’s Mayor.  

 

P-2 closes in on FIELDS-BOY and observes him.  

 

P-2- Impossible. Processing dimensions in the database. It cannot be. Too small. Too thin. Too 

little thing. (Talking to CHARLIE) Don’t you be too clever, boy. (Walking towards CHARLIE, 

threateningly) To confine, to arrest…  

 

MR. HILL (talking to FIELDS-BOY)- Fast, press the button on his back! 

  

FIELDS-BOY obeys and presses the button. P-2 stops but goes on talking for a few moments, as 

if the batteries would be coming to an end.  

 

P-2- To lo-o-ock up… To puuu-uu-uunish…uuu…  

 

P-2 turns off and becomes still. CHARLIE, happy, goes towards FIELDS-BOY.  

 

CHARLIE- Thanks, dude! (Shakes his hand. Talking to MR. HILL) Grandfather, have you seen 

what a dude! 
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MR. HILL looks at FIELDS-BOY suspiciously.  

 

MR. HILL- Who are you?  

 

Pause. The two friends of the past look at each other seriously. CHARLIE seems bewildered.   

 

CHARLIE- What is happening?  

 

Pause. FIELDS-BOY looks down.   

 

MR. HILL (astonished)- Then… its true!  

 

BOY FIELDS- Yes, John. I am Edward.   

 

MR. HILL (baffled)- Edward… Fields?? (Pause) But how is it possible?? (Pause) I see... that’s why 

you were asking me all those questions.   

 

CHARLIE (talking to MR. HILL)-But who is it?  

 

MR. HILL (talking to CHARLIE)-He was the Mayor of the town when they installed the waste 

ground. He disappeared immediately after signing the first extension and nobody ever heard 

anything else about him. (Talking to FIELDS-BOY) I don’t understand it...  

 

FIELDS-BOY- It is a very long story, Hill. And I have no time to tell it.  

 

Pause. CHARLIE and MR. HILL look at FIELDS-BOY, trying to assimilate what is happening.  

 

MR. HILL- What have you come for? To see what life is like in the town?  
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FIELDS-BOY- In a way. But don’t ask me how I have done it, because it is a very long story, and 

you wouldn’t believe me anyway.  

 

CHARLIE- What a dude! He can travel in time!  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Yes, but I don’t recommend it to you, there is lots of traffic, and you are still a bit 

young to get a license.  

 

CHARLIE-  Look who is talking.   

 

MR. HILL- Charlie, be a bit more respectful, this gentleman is of the same age as your 

grandfather. Come on, go back home, this gentleman and me, we have to talk about a lot of 

things. And don’t get into any more trouble.   

 

CHARLIE (protesting)- You grown-ups only know how to command. (Is about to go, and before 

leaving the stage, stops and looks at FIELDS-BOY)- It would have been great if you were my 

age, I think we would have been great pals.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Maybe. 

  

CHARLIE- Listen, if you finally stay around… will you teach me how to travel in time? I would 

like to go to the past and see Ronaldinho play, they say he was amazing.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- It cannot be. I will soon have to go back to my time.  

 

CHARLIE- What a pity… Well then… hope all will be well there for you, in those prehistoric 

times.   
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Exits. Short pause. MR. HILL and BOY FIELDS look at each other. The GIRL enters from the left. 

She looks curiously at P-2, who is still switched off and immobile. Finally she sits down on the 

swing and starts swinging mechanically.  

 

MR. HILL (talking to FIELDS-BOY)- I warned you. I told you not to sign that paper.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- Yes, you were right.   

 

MR. HILL- You can see for yourself what future we gave to the children. Almost all children left, 

because it’s impossible to live here.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- Only these two remain, Charlie and the Girl?  

 

MR. HILL- Yes, my grandson and your granddaughter.   

 

FIELDS-BOY (baffled)- What are you saying?? My granddaughter?? The Girl is my 

granddaughter??  

 

MR. HILL- Yes.  

 

FIELDS-BOY looks unbelievingly at the GIRL. A soft and emotive music is heard. Finally FIELDS-

BOY goes towards the GIRL and hugs her.   

 

GIRL (angrily)- What are you doing??  

 

Pushes him away and goes back a few steps. The music stops abruptly. MR. HILL starts 

laughing.   

 

FIELDS-BOY- Let me hug you! I am your grandfather!  
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Goes towards her, ready to hug her again. But the GIRL avoids him, takes a stick she finds 

amongst the garbage and threatens him. FIELDS-BOY stops.  

 

GIRL (distrusting)-Sure, and I am your mother, if you wish. Don’t come close or I’ll beat you. 

Who do you think you are? You think because I gave you a kiss we are already engaged?  

 

FIELDS-BOY (in a reconciling way)- Come on, don’t take it like this...  

 

MR. HILL goes on laughing.  

 

GIRL (talking to MR. HILL, annoyed)- And what are you laughing about, Mr. Hill. It’s not funny! 

Is this the example you want to set? I will tell it to the guards, there!  

 

Makes a face at FIELDS-BOY and exits from the right. Short pause. MR. HILL stops laughing.  

 

MR. HILL- Well… and now that you have seen the future… what are you going to do?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- First of all I’ll go back to the past, to the point of time just prior to signing the 

contract. I want to say a few things to the guys of “Waste and Associates, L.C.”. This is not the 

future I want for our grandchildren.   

 

MR. HILL- Yes, sir! Well spoken! 

 

FIELDS-BOY (looking up at the sky)- Where is the sun?  

 

MR. HILL (wondering)- The sun? What do you want with the sun?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- See, the person who brought me here has to come to take me back when the sun 

goes down.  
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MR. HILL- It won’t be easy for that to happen, because it is years now since we have seen the 

sun go down. Because of the incinerator, the sky always looks grey.  

 

FIELDS-BOY (confused)-Oh my God!… (Upset) I think the Fairy has tricked me. (Starts walking 

around on the stage, thinking. Finally he stops walking). I have it! (Places himself in the middle 

of the stage. Talking to MR. HILL) Get aside, I don’t want to take you back with me to the past, 

imagine what a confusion that would be, with two John Hills, the Young and the Old. (MR. HILL 

stands to the side, mystified) Let’s see if I can remember… (Closes the eyes firmly) 

“Abratatabra, Abratatubra, get me into the Past”. (Stands tight, waiting for some spell to take 

him to the past. But nothing happens. He opens one eye, and as he sees that he is still in the 

same place, goes back to standing in a normal way). So it was not that! What a mess!  

 

MR. HILL- Could you tell me what this number was about? 

  

FIELDS-BOY- But it is as clear as sunlight, I am trying to go back to the past.  

 

MR. HILL- And in order to go back to the past you have to say such nonsense?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- What else can I do. (Sighs) I will try it again. (Places himself once again in the 

middle of the stage). Let me try it this way… (Closes the eyes) “Abrasasatra…”  

 

Stops in the middle of the sentence, because the stage is suddenly illumined by a blue light and 

a woman’s voice is heard screaming, first from far off, then coming closer, until the FAIRY 

comes on the stage from the right side, as if pushed by a strong wind, trying not to lose her 

balance. Finally falls down ostentatiously. MR. HILL looks at her, stupefied.  

 

FAIRY (sitting on the ground, annoyed)- Again a banana peel!  

 

FIELDS-BOY (talking to FAIRY)- You are late. (Shows her the time in his wrist watch).  

 

FAIRY- What is the matter with you? Do you want me to lose my job, is it that? How can you go 

on trying my magic spells on your own, without me being present?  
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MR. HILL (surprised) But… this woman… where has she come from?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Don’t worry, she isn’t dangerous, she is the Fairy of the town. 

  

MR. HILL (surprised)- Really?  

 

FAIRY-  At your service, sir. (Gives him a visiting card) Here, my card.  

 

FIELDS-BOY (talking to the FAIRY)- You wanted to trick me, didn't you?  

 

FAIRY (affecting innocence)- Me? What do you mean?  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Back at my office you didn’t tell me that in Dirtytown it is impossible to see the 

sun.  

 

FAIRY (pretending)- Is it? Are you sure about that? Well, it doesn’t matter. You won’t be 

getting angry about such a small mistake….  

 

FIELDS-BOY- A small mistake you say?? We agreed that you would take me away from here 

after sunset, how did you want to do that if the sun is not to be seen? I could have had to 

remained here my whole life! 

 

FAIRY- And you don’t like that idea, do you? Well, that is already something gained.  

 

MR. HILL- I think Madam Fairy was afraid you would want to go back without having first 

changed your mind. Am I right?  

 

FAIRY- There, you are very clever! I think we will be good friends.  
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FIELDS-BOY (talking to FAIRY)- If that was what worried you, we can go back as soon as you 

wish. Because I have changed my mind, I won’t sign the contract.  

 

FAIRY-  Seriously??  

 

FIELDS-BOY- Yes. And to know the future from the perspective of a child has helped me a lot.  

 

FAIRY (excited)- Yahoo!! (Hugs him full of emotion and covers him with kisses. Then she takes 

his hand and drags him to the centre of the stage). Come on, we have no time to waste! 

(Talking to MR. HILL) Please, would you be so kind and take out the clock you will find in my 

backpack?  

 

MR. HILL approaches the FAIRY, confused; opens the backpack she carries on her back, and 

searches inside, looking for the clock. He takes out a very ugly kitchen clock.  

 

MR. HILL (showing it to the FAIRY)- Is this it?  

 

FAIRY (taking the clock)- Yes, thank you. (Shows it to FIELDS-BOY) I have just bought it in the 

marketplace. That is why I was late. (Sets it one hour back). And now, the magic words. (Raises 

her magic wand) “Abracadabra, abra…..” (She sees P-2, still disconnected, and stops). What is 

this thing?  

 

MR. HILL- It is the ROBOT P-2. It works as a policeman, as a sweeper, as a postman and as a 

waiter in the hostel.   

 

FAIRY- Oh what a jewel! And why does it not move? 

  

FIELDS-BOY- We had to disconnect it, that’s why.   

 

FAIRY- Poor thing! Why?  
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MR. HILL-  Because it works for “Waste and Associates, L.C.”, and it is programmed to spy on 

us, and to be a bore. Could you not do something with it?  

 

FAIRY (thinking)- I don’t know, I don’t know… (Gets an idea) I know! (Approaches P-2, 

solemnly) “Abracadabra, Abracadoet, turn into a Poet”. 

 

The stage gets illumined for a moment with a strong flash. Suddenly P-2 gets connected and 

starts moving.   

 

P-2 (happily)- I am moving! I can move, transfer, transport. (Recites) “The Butterfly upon the 

Sky, that doesn't know its Name” Oh, what a great program! 

 

MR. HILL (happily)- It worked!  

 

P-2 (starts exiting from the right, reciting)- “Over the sea our galleys went, 

With cleaving prows in order brave, To a speeding wind and a bounding wave”  

 

(Exits from the scene)  

 

FAIRY- And now, home! (Talking to FIELDS-BOY) Give me your hand. (FIELDS-BOY does so and 

both place themselves in the centre of the stage)  

 

MR. HILL-  Good journey, Edward.  

 

FIELDS-BOY- We will meet again here, John. But the future will be different and not like this. 

And we will accompany our grandchildren to play in the forest, together, you and me.  

 

FAIRY (impatient)- Well now, what is it? Are you ready now? Come on then! (Closes the eyes) 

“Abracadabra, abracadragast, we go back into the past.”  
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Lights go off and the stage remains in darkness. The noise of hurricane wind is heard. 

Simultaneously, we start hearing the tic-tac of many chime clocks, cuckoo clocks and bells 

marking the hours. The noise at first is just a murmur, but slowly its volume increases.  

 

VOICE OF FIELDS-BOY (shouting)- Not so fast, I am feeling dizzy! 

  

VOICE OF FAIRY- It´s really a shame that I had to leave the marketplace so early. You don’t 

know what bargains I saw!  

 

VOICE OF FIELDS-BOY (shouting)- The traffic lights! Be careful with the traffic lights! 

  

We hear the brakes of a car.   

 

VOICE OF FAIRY- … There were some very pretty printed blouses. Now I regret I didn’t buy one 

for my mother.  

 

VOICE OF FIELDS-BOY (shouting)- The Stop-sign! You are ignoring the Stop-sign!  

  

We hear the brake of a car and then the prolonged sound of a horn.   

 

VOICE OF FAIRY (shouting, angrily)- And what’s with you? Don’t you see I have priority?  

 

VOICE OF FIELDS-BOY (shouting)- Please, be careful, I want to arrive alive! I want to see my 

mooooom!  

 

As he is shouting the last sentence, FIELDS-BOY’s voice changes progressively from the high 

pitch of a child into the grave tone of an adult.  

 

VOICE OF FAIRY- Hold on fast, we are arriviiiiing!!  
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We hear the noise of a blow. The stage gets illumined. We are again in the office of MR. FIELDS. 

His sneakers lie on the ground, visible to the audience. The elegant suit has disappeared. On the 

ground lies MR. FIELDS, adult. His hair is very dishevelled. He wears jeans and a white shirt, in 

his present adult size. He gets up, confused and a bit sore.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Wow, what a journey! (Looks at himself and verifies that he is an adult again). I 

am grown up again, oh how happy I am, I am grown up again!  

 

Laughs, and then starts to jump and to dance, repeating “I am a grown up again”. FLORA 

hurries in from the left, alarmed.  

 

FLORA (alarmed)- What happened? I heard the sound of a blow!  

 

MR. FIELDS (happily)- Flora! (Runs towards her and hugs her. FLORA doesn’t know how to 

respond) You are not a sweet potato anymore!  

 

MR. FIELDS starts jumping and dancing without letting go of FLORA.  

 

FLORA (annoyed)- Listen, I know that I am not very beautiful, but to compare me with a sweet 

potato…!  

 

MR. FIELDS (letting her go)- Look at me, Flora! I am a grown up again! I am not a child 

anymore!  

 

FLORA (suspiciously)- What can I say? I am not so sure…  

 

MR. FIELDS starts dancing and jumping again, repeating, “I am grown up again! I am not a 

child anymore!”  

 

FLORA (shouting)- Will you stop behaving like a child?  
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MR. FIELDS stops at once and looks at her. FLORA is startled and feels frightened of her own 

reaction.  

 

FLORA (apologizing)- Pardon me, Mr. Fields, I don’t know what came upon me.  

 

MR. FIELDS (surprised)- Flora, you never treated me like that…  

 

FLORA (shyly, afraid)- I know… I am sorry, I am nobody to talk to you like that. But when I saw 

you clowning around like that… I couldn’t help myself. (Afraid) Please excuse me.  

 

MR. FIELDS (thoughtful)- Why are you so afraid of me? Do I treat you so badly?  

 

FLORA (frightened, lying)- No, no, not at all!  

 

MR. FIELDS (thoughtful)- Scolding you and shouting at you at all times?  

 

FLORA (frightened)- Not at all, you are very nice to me!  

 

MR. FIELDS- No, it is not true. I have treated you very badly, but from now on this will change. 

(Takes her by the hand. FLORA does not know how to behave) Thank you, Flora, you have 

taught me a lesson.   

 

MR. FIELDS puts on the sneakers, goes to his chair and sits down.  

 

MR. FIELDS-  What appointments do I have today?  

 

FLORA is so confused that she doesn’t hear him. MR. FIELDS realizes it.   

 

MR. FIELDS (calling her)- Flora…  
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FLORA (reacting)- Yes?  

 

MR. FIELDS- Is there anybody outside, waiting to see me?  

 

FLORA (still confused)- What did you say? Anybody…? (Reacts) Oh I see, yes… the gentlemen of 

“Waste and Associates, L.C.”… 

 

MR. FIELDS-  And… anybody else?  

 

FLORA-  Actually… yes. Mr. Hill. But you told me you don’t want to see him, and that I should 

keep him entertained by making him read the instructions of my syrup. Shall I tell him to come 

back tomorrow?  

 

MR. FIELDS- What are you saying! No! Let all four of them come in.  

 

FLORA (surprised)- All four?  

 

MR. FIELDS (kindly)-Yes, Flora: Mr. Ash, Mr. Mud, Mr. Dryfountain …. And Mr. Hill. Let them 

come in, please. 

  

FLORA looks at MR. FIELDS, surprised by his sudden change of mind and of behaviour. Finally 

reacts.  

 

FLORA (happily)-Yes, Mr. Mayor, right away. (Is about to go out) 

  

MR. FIELDS- And don’t call me Mr. Fields anymore. Call me Edward.  

 

FLORA stops and looks at him, even more surprised.  
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FLORA- As you wish… Edward.  

 

FLORA exits, happy. MR. FIELDS gets up from the chair and contemplates the painting of 

Cleantown, thoughtfully. Someone knocks at the door.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Come in.   

 

MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN enter from the left, as in the beginning of the play. 

MR. FIELDS doesn’t come forward to receive them. The three visitors look at each other, 

wondering. They approach the table together, as one.   

 

MR. FIELDS (self-confident)-  Mr. Ash, Mr. Mud, Mr. Dryfountain…. Good Morning.  

 

MR. ASH, MR. MUD, MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (at the same time)- Good Morning!  

 

MR. HILL comes in, shyly, and a bit unsure. He is accompanied by FLORA, who gestures him to 

come in. MR. HILL enters the office, and FLORA is about to go out again. MR. FIELDS sees her.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Flora, don’t go, stay here, please. This concerns you as well.  

  

FLORA obeys, delighted. All those present look at each other, wondering.  

 

MR. ASH (annoyed at MR. HILLs presence)- Is it necessary that this person should listen to our 

conversation? You know that…  

 

MR. FIELDS (cutting in)- You have said it yourself just now, Mr. Ash: I know. And precisely 

because of that I want Mr. Hill and Miss Flora to hear all that I  have to say to you.  

 

MR. ASH- Is it? (Assured)- Well, go on, then.   
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Expectant pause. MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN, convinced of their coming 

triumph, look mockingly at MR. HILL.  

 

MR. FIELDS- Gentlemen, we neighbours of Cleantown are simple and honest people. Our 

greatest wish it not to be rich at every cost, likewise, we don´t want to jump into the train of 

what you understand to be “progress” without thinking about the consequences of it. We 

want to see our children grow up healthy and happy. We want to breath pure air, drink clean 

water, water free of that pollution you want us to think a minor evil.   

 

As MR. FIELDS talks, the FAIRY appears from the right and listens.  

 

MR. FIELDS- We aspire to see our children play in the forest we are so lucky to have close by; 

to see them go to school happily, convinced that the future that awaits them is in our hands 

and that we will know how to watch over it until they take over that relay in the race of life.  

 

MR. ASH (bewildered)- But…  

 

MR. FIELDS (cutting in)- Maybe it doesn't seem much to you. But it is our way of understanding 

life.  

 

MR. MUD- Don’t give in to the people’s pressurizing you. You are the Mayor. If you don’t think 

like them, don’t listen to them, that’s all.  

 

MR. FIELD- But I happen to think like them. And it is precisely because of that, they made me 

their Mayor. And because of this very same reason I have to tell you I will not sign the 

extension of the rubbish dump.  

 

The FAIRY, MR. HILL and FLORA cheer, filled with enthusiasm.  

 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN (talking to MR. ASH)- I say! What now?  
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MR. ASH (talking to MR. FIELDS, annoyed)- Is this your last word?  

 

MR. FIELDS (firmly)-Yes.   

 

MR. ASH adopts a dignified and offended look. MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN see him and 

do the same. MR. ASH looks around himself and starts going out from the left. MR. MUD and 

MR. DRYFOUNTAIN follow close behind, in a single line. Suddenly MR. ASH stops, and MR. MUD 

and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN clash in a chain against him.   

 

MR. ASH (talking to the MAYOR, exasperated)-Fine then! We will install a new rubbish dump in 

some other town. And if we are rejected in one town, we will go to another! To a town that 

believes in progress! There will always be a town for us somewhere!  

 

MR. FIELDS (self- confident)- True. But it will not be Cleantown.  

 

MR. ASH, MR. MUD and MR. DRYFOUNTAIN exit the scene.  

 

MR. HILL (happily)- Congratulations, Edward, that was fantastic! 

  

They shake hands.   

 

MR. FIELDS- Thanks to you…  

 

MR. HILL (puzzled)- To me?  

 

MR. FIELDS looks knowingly at the FAIRY, who smiles, proudly.  

 

MR. FIELDS-  … and to a bit of magic. (FLORA and MR. HILL look at each other, puzzled). And 

now, Flora, if someone calls asking for me, please tell them I won’t be back until tomorrow. I 

have an important commitment.   
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Starts exiting from the left.   

 

FLORA-  With the Mayors of the neighbouring towns?  

 

MR. FIELDS-  No. With my daughter. We are going to collect berries.  

 

Exits. FLORA and MR. HILL watch him as he goes out. Slowly the lights of the stage become 

dimmer except the light on top of the painting of Cleantown, that remains illumined for a little 

longer.  

CURTAIN 


